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Wrestling With Baptism 
 
 We have reached the climax of the Jacob story in Genesis. This passage is probably the 

most interpreted story in all of Genesis. The story of how Jacob wrestles God and lives, though 

he is changed. This is the story of Jacob as a God wrestler, who receives a new name and we, 

the audience, first hear the name of Israel, which we know already is not just a name for a man 

who once lived, but also a community, a nation. This is a story about Jacob, but also about so 

much more than Jacob. 

 But first, how did we get here? Last week Fr. Dan preached about Jacob’s time with his 

father-in-law Laban. Laban is almost as crafty as Jacob and tricks Jacob into marrying Leah, his 

less attractive daughter, and wait for Rachel, the woman Jacob prefers. Laban thereby gets rid 

of two daughters and gets an extra seven years of free labor. Fr. Dan rightly pointed out that 

while the story seems to have little concern for the women’s perspective, we are called to pay 

attention to the ones who are silent, the absent voices, the ones left out of the story. Jacob, Fr. 

Dan said, is a scoundrel.  

 Well, this scoundrel is finally leaving his father-in-law as a wealthy man with wives and 

servants and livestock. Jacob is returning home to his family and his older brother Esau. 

Remember Esau? Jacob had schemed to steal Esau’s birthright, due to him as the older son. He 

had tricked Esau on more than one occasion and the reason Jacob was working for Laban was 

that Esau had threatened to kill him. 
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 Jacob goes home knowing that he is guilty, knowing that he has not paid the price for 

his behavior. And so, always the trickster, always the schemer, Jacob sends a portion of his 

wealth – his wives, his servants, and livestock – on ahead of him, as a gift for Esau.  

 Jacob stays behind. What happens next is some pretty sophisticated theology. A man 

assaults Jacob and the two wrestle all night long. The one who assaults Jacob is God, Yahweh. 

The wrestler is God, yet somehow Jacob and the wrestler are evenly matched. God wants to 

leave, but Jacob won’t let him go; he wants a blessing. Jacob has been obsessed with receiving 

a blessing – scheming his way into it – throughout his entire life (this is what the argument with 

his brother is all about). And Jacob receives a blessing here, from God, but not without cost. 

The wrestler strikes Jacob on the thigh or the hip. 

 “What is your name?” God asks. “Jacob”, answers Jacob. And then God gives Jacob a 

new name, Israel – the one who strives with God. Jacob has a new name and a new identity – in 

the most obvious way he is changed because he will always walk with a limp. Like I said, there 

was a cost to this assault, a cost to the blessing. 

 That Jacob, now Israel, is on his way to try and reconcile with his brother when he 

wrestles with God is no coincidence. The road to forgiveness goes through God who is both 

blessing and crippling. Jacob returns home successful, but also limping.  

 The angry brother and the assaulting God go together and cannot be separated in this 

story (though our lectionary does it for the sake of brevity) because love of God and love of 

brother (I prefer sibling) belong together.  

 Jacob, who is now Israel, and who is not just a man but a symbol of all that Israel the 

community is, experiences blessing and injury at God’s hands. This is mysterious. However, the 
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paradox of strength in weakness and weakness in strength is Jesus’ message as well. His 

disciples imagine their thrones in the kingdom of God, but Jesus tells them that to follow him 

they must take up their cross. The glorification of Jesus is also bitter pain and death.  

 Today we also will give new names to two members of this church. Two siblings; I trust 

that is the only similarity between these two here and Esau and Jacob. Don’t worry, there won’t 

be any wrestling. What we do in Holy Baptism is much gentler. There will be some water and 

some oil and some singing, but no hitting or limping.  

 Baptism is a blessing; it is an acknowledgment that Analie and Elarie are God’s beloved, 

with whom God is well pleased. Jesus loves them, just as they are and we welcome them as full 

citizens in the Kingdom of God. Whatever dark places life leads them to, whatever loneliness or 

pain they experience, God will be with them, loving them, again, just as they are. 

 However, there is danger in what we are about to do. Baptism blesses but also calls. In 

baptism, we are called to follow Jesus down into the waters of chaos. Baptism is not protection 

from harm. Baptism is a promise to get in harm’s way.  

Of course, the parents and godparents make these promises on behalf of Analie and 

Elarie and our job for now is to protect them from harm. But an even larger part of our job is to 

teach them to strive for truth, to stand up to bullies and those who are cruel, to look for God in 

all the people they meet, not just the ones who are like them, but especially in those who are 

different; to learn that God’s peace leads to making no peace with oppression. This will lead 

them into harm’s way, but they will carry the blessing of God wherever they go. 

 Of course, you all understand that this is true for all of us – we remember the blessing of 

God, but also the call which, when we are living into it most fully, is also the blessing. If we fully 
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embrace our baptism it will change us and sometimes it will hurt, but it also frees to us to 

reconcile, to love, and to be who we were meant to be. 

 By the way, the new name we will give Analie and Elarie is Christian. It is your name too. 

May they and we grow into the full meaning of that name – humbled, but always blessed. 


